Building A Better FSP

F

unctional service provision, provider and/or partnerships—otherwise known as FSP—is a concept that
has been used in the life sciences industry for over 20 years. Even so, the understanding of FSP, how it
is evolving and how to get the best results from the model still are a puzzle to many. For the purposes

of this article, we define FSP as an outsourcing strategy where vendors provide a single service (statistics,
pharmacovigilance or clinical monitoring, etc.) or a limited number of highly related services (site contracting,
site payments, etc.). Regardless of your definition, clients regularly communicate three concerns with the FSP
model: Resource forecasting, quality and training of staff, and innovation.
Resource forecasting: The norm for much of the

vendors. The tradeoff is that sponsors often have to

last 20 years has been for sponsors to estimate the

take on the burden of training vendor staff on their

number of people needed when, where and in what

proprietary systems and SOPs. This, coupled with the
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roles, and then inform their FSP vendors to provide

traditionally higher turnover associated with some FSP
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the needed resources. Forecasting creates a burden

vendors, magnifies the training burden on customers.

on to predict needs, magnified by constant updates

In best-of-class FSP operations, the solution is to use

to projects, protocols and priorities. Moreover, there

vendor systems and SOPs whenever practicable, but

are incentives within companies that can impact the

then shift the responsibility of training on client systems

accuracy of resource forecasts.

and SOPs to vendors using a train-the-trainer model.

Sponsors may underestimate or overestimate the

Innovation: When using sponsor systems and proce-

number of people they need, an issue that can occur

dures, FSP vendors are left with little leverage to address

with their own internal hires as well as FSP vendor

process improvement, as any enhancements typically

staff and services. Requesting more resources than

require changes from the client—often at an additional

needed may be seen as a hedge to reduce the risk of

cost in terms of investments in new software, tools and

missing operational deadlines. Underestimating scope

so forth. As a result, FSP vendors typically place the

is incentivized to meet budget targets, at least in the

responsibility for innovation on their clients. Moreover,
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short run. In either case, clients hesitate to ask FSP

the traditional full-time equivalency (FTE-based) model
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vendors to forecast resources, fearing they inflate the

for FSP de-emphasizes innovation, whereas moving to

scope of services in order to increase revenue.

unitized models financially incentivizes FSP vendors to do

However, best-in-class FSP providers have become

better, faster work with fewer people.

adept at maximizing resource forecasting so as to

Therefore, best-in-class FSP vendors are moving

require fewer resources to deliver a function or task.

away from simply providing headcount, to coupling

Therefore, FSP clients should require their vendors

their FSP services with vendor-driven innovation. In

to shoulder capacity management, while demanding

clinical monitoring, for example, FSP vendors are pro-

utilization and performance metrics to verify the FSP

viding access to proprietary site networks, risk-based

workforce is right-sized.

and remote monitoring services, and protocol optimi-

Quality and training: A common concern is that

zation services as “add-ons.” These innovations drive

FSP vendors—in an attempt to reduce costs—provide

the need for fewer or less expensive headcount, not

less experienced and qualified people who receive

more. The intended result may be less revenue for the

lower salaries and fewer benefits. The net result is

FSP vendor on a project-by-project basis, but often

cost savings, which are very important, but may be

more satisfied customers and repeat business.

overshadowed by higher turnover, lower quality, repeat work, and operational delivery problems.

Ultimately, resource forecasting, quality and training, and innovation are tied to three essential ques-

In the face of these issues, training and mentoring

tions for successful FSPs: 1) How many people do I

become even more important. Historically and partic-

really need? 2) How do I make sure they are qualified

ularly so for clinical monitoring FSPs, FSP vendor staff

and well trained? 3) How do we (the clients and ven-

use the client’s systems and processes. Their systems

dors) create a better tomorrow? These puzzle pieces,

harmonize the way a study or portfolio of studies is

when put together correctly, improve clinical trials

conducted around the world, when FSP staff collabo-

operations, while successfully bending the time-cost

rate with client employees and/or staff from multiple

curve of drug development.
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